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chain partner

Supply Chain Management

Welcome to the world of supply
chain management
Lets look at how you can use the technology ‘playbook’ to
generate competitive results:
The stakes couldn’t be higher. “In our industry,” says
Jim Owens, the former chairman and CEO of construction-equipment maker Caterpillar,
“the competitor that’s best at managing the supply
chain is probably going to be the most successful
competitor over time. It’s a condition of success.” Yet
the legacy supply chains of many global companies
are ill-prepared for the new environment’s growing
uncertainty and complexity.

Stakeholder introductions:
•

•
•

So, there’s a lot at stake ...
If you are taking care of your client’s supply chain,
you are potentially responsible for their success ...
This paper is designed to tell a story about a Global Supply Chain Management organisation who
recognised that in order to maintain its competitive
edge and the value it delivered, it needed to microscopically analyse its processes, assets and customer management and look to technology to deliver
actionable support and valuable business enhancements. ”
In this paper, we set out the journey they are on,
detail their original challenges that need to be addressed and the expected outcomes of the transformation.
We hope you will take away not only what can be
achieved from the main protagonists but also what
can be achieved following this playbook for your
own organisations.

The client: Leading global logistics company operating warehousing, delivery and supply chain
in the UK boasting some of the leading High
Street retailers
The client’s UK customer base: Among them,
leading retailers and others - highly demanding
of their supply chain partner
The makepositive team: We are one of the
leading UK salesforce deployment partners. The
‘enablers’ who are bringing together the required expertise to ‘fine tune’ the operation with
technology

Challenges:
To maintain the lead position, they want to concentrate their efforts on the following:
•

Lower operational costs - high levels of claims
with a lack of evidence, demanding customers with penalty clauses for late delivery slots,
incomplete or incorrect orders contributing
significantly to costs

•

Spot and execute revenue earning opportunities
whilst maintaining operational effectiveness opportunities to make mid journey pick-ups to
maximise the asset usage

•

Increase operational efficiencies - can what we
do now be done better?
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Current Operational Landscape
It’s worth mentioning that these challenges were
considered as ‘specific’ to this organisation
but existed alongside the market challenges of
supply chain management. The challenges of never
standing still, increasing customer demand and low
service tolerance as well as increasing competition
had to be acknowledged and factored in to the
solution design.
It is safe to say that prior to the new solution, the
logistics company was managing their processes,
assets and customers very successfully. This
journey is very much about them articulating their
challenges and aspirations as much as it is about
us understanding and turning challenges into
opportunities for them.
The challenges were presented to us and
categorised as:
• Sub optimal processes
• Nowhere to manage customer interactions

In a little more detail:
Sub optimal processes:
•
•

•

•
•

The processes are difficult to scale in terms of
cost due to the need to manually intervene.
Customer service processes are ill defined which
resulted in a silo-based operation with outcomes
such as high volumes of fines and claims for late
or incorrect deliveries.
Higher value roles are dealing with commodity
issues due to no dedicated Customer Service
team
No ownership for upsell/cross-sell to client’s
suppliers
Manual observation of vehicle tracking and issue
resolution to determine SLA breaches

Nowhere to manage customer interactions:
•
•
•

Missed revenue opportunities
Inability to track customer issues
Complex mix of systems leading to an inability to
easily manage customer relationships

• KPI reporting is difficult
Key Performance Indicators are difficult to track:
• No single customer view
•

“the competitor that’s best
at managing the supply
chain is probably going
to be the most successful
competitor over time. It’s
a condition of success.”

•

•

Existing CRM solution not easily customisable,
basic account, contact and lead database
Lots of crucial insight was difficult to access such
as: Actual contract value, bid win rates, cost to
serve and customer satisfaction
No data on customer actuals versus
contract value,lack of visibility of customers
underordering or exceeding contracted
volumes

No single customer view:
•
•
•

Impossible to target up-sell and cross-sell
opportunities
Impossible to personalise the customer
experience
Inconsistent level of service across different
days, times and channels without level of detail
needed to address quickly
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Desired Operational State
The aim of the programme is to drive down
costly manual intervention, optimise revenue
opportunities, and build an information environment
that will enable evidence based business decisions
and allows a complete customer view in order to
determine optimum service.
•

Automation and productivity

•

Consistent engagement with every interaction,
across every channel

•
•

Measurable and actionable KPI’s with flexible
reporting

•

•

Measurable and actionable KPI’s with flexible
reporting
•

A single view of every customer
•

Automation and productivity
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Will lead to lower manual intervention and
therefore a significantly lower cost to serve
Enable transactional filtering leading to more
appropriate and better utilised higher cost
employees
Easier and more manageable process to convert
leads to revenue
Significant removal of manual intervention to
reduce operational costs
The design and implementation of a structured
bid process allowing meaningful insight to be
gained
Automate issue escalation and SLA monitoring
to reduce contract breaches
Integrate existing vehicle tracking for automated
escalation, freeing resources to undertake proactive customer contact
Allow drivers to collect evidence on location to
facilitate improved claims handling

Consistent engagement across every channel:
•

Consistent responses powered by documented
and easy to use knowledge articles to drive
down cost to serve, increase trust and support
the drive to develop higher value relationships

Embed service everywhere providing easy
access for all employees to a single customer
view
Freeing up resources by fixing common issues
quicker and more effectively to deliver better
service with less resources leading to improved
responses to every enquiry and more effort
focussed on dealing with complex issues and
pro-actively avoiding claims

•
•

Allow them to measure operational and
transactional performance in a way that is more
competitive on rates and optimises margins
Measure Performance to Contract as well as
NPS and CSAT
Cost to serve became a key measurable metric
allowing transactions and customers to be
treated according to a set of dynamic business
rules that put you in charge
A comprehensive review mechanism for
understanding how large bids could be secured
Across the board employee and channel
customer satisfaction

A single view of every customer
•

•

•

Especially important when dealing with business
to business, including exposing this through
mobile devices for client facing employees in
the field to keep them informed and engaged
Identify gaps in current services provided
and opportunities to increase share-of-wallet
through upsell/cross-sell
Relationship mapping to visually illustrate
customer-supplier connections

“If you are taking care of your
client’s supply chain, you are
potentially responsible for
their success ... “
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